
Prevent Dangerous Spills with
the Jour Level-Minder

Monitors Waste-Bottle Level - Audible and Visible Alarm Indicates ‘Full’
Condition Before  Spills Occur
Attaches to the Top of Standard Solvent Bottles with CL-45 threads
Equipped with Two Convenient ‘Waste’ Connections
Safe, Low-Voltage, Battery Operates Power Supply

Anyone who has ever
cleaned-up an overflowing
HPLC waste bottle will
appreciate Jour’s Level-
Minder", the convenient
waste-bottle level monitor
that tells you, audibly and
visibly, when your waste
bottle is nearing   full 
condition. Messy and
dangerous spills are
prevented, avoiding
unnecessary hazardous
waste exposure.

Level-Minder” sits on
top of the waste bottle with
an inert float inside the
bottle’s neck. The self-
contained, inherently safe,
battery-operated system
senses the float’s position.
When the float is at its
lowest level, indicating the
absence of solvent near the
top of the bottle, Level-
MindeN”  green LED
flashes, letting you know
Levei-Minder’ "  is
functioning and that the
waste-bottle is OK. As the
waste solvent reaches the
float, Level-Minder’” senses

the float’s movement,
activating a flashing red
LED and audible alarm.
The alarm activates well
before the bottle overflows,
giving you ample time to
empty or change the bottle.

Level-Minder"  is  self
contained requiring no
additional bench space,
wiring or fluid lines. Level-
Minder” fits on any bottle
with CL-45 threads, the
standard for most solvent
bottles. Purchase the Level-
Minder” alone, or with a
safety-coated solvent bottle.
Two convenient l/4-28  TPf
female ports accept waste
solvent via l/l  6” or I/8”
tubing. Flange-Free’”
fittings for these
connections are included.
Two ‘AA’ batteries
(included) power Level-
Minder” for months of
routine operation.

Why risk the danger,
inconvenience, and mess
from waste-bottle overflow?
Add Level-Minder’"  to all
your LC systems.

A. When the float is at its
lowest level, the green
LED flashes.

B. As solvent reaches the
float the alarm is activated
and the red LED flashes.

C. Two 1/4-28  TPI ports
accept waste solvents via
‘l/l 6” or l/l 8” OD tubing.

1 Part No. 1 Description

10066

10067

10068

10069

10070

Level-MinderTM, complete without bottle

Level-MinderTM, complete with safety-coated 2,5 L Amber glass bottle

Level-MinderTM, complete with safety-coated 2 L Clear bottle

Replacement Bottle safety-coated 2,5 L Amber bottle -

Replacement Bottle safety-coated 2 L Clear bottle

Larger bottles on request

Distributed by:

Green Light Red Light
“0 K” “Near Full”

Waste Inlet Ports
(I/4 - 28TPI)

Float Switch ~

An audible alarm and flashing green and
red LED’s indicate proper operation and
waste bottle condition. Two l/4-28  TPI
ports accept waste solvents via l/l 6” or
1/8”OD  tubing.


